
Welcome,

I am Bill Marshall

This is a talk about Solar Farms and why I favor their inclusion in the future of 
Maysville Mason County

I hope you will find this video informative.

I start by believing that we all want a sustainable future for Mason County.  

If you differ with any information I present,  I hope you will tell me about alternate 
sources, that will expand my understanding.

If we can agree on the facts, then together we can make decisions that  move us to 
our common goal
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• I have been researching Solar for over two years, and my research has led me to 
favor Solar farms in Mason County

• This video advocates for Solar Farms being a Conditional use in Zone A-1 
Agricultural Transition
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Two of Mason County has lost two of its most profitable agricultural enterprises
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As recently as the 60s and 70s, both of these two enterprises made major 
contributions to support land ownership.

Dairy was a mainstay of Mason County agriculture.  Cattle need forage in the form of 
grass hay and corn both for silage and grain.

When animal waste is returned to the land, it helps maintain the soil's organic matter 
and fertility with less need for commercial fertilizer.

The need for pasture, hay and corn lead to a gentle crop rotation of 5 years or more. 
This rotation was very good for the land.
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The economics of the dairy business has made it almost impossible for a local dairy 
operation to survive financially

More than 250 mason county farms sold their cattle and got out of the dairy 
business.
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Burley Tobacco use to be a major contributor to our local economy

While some tobacco is still grown locally, it is NOT the economic engine that once 
largely supported land ownership.
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Dairy and Tobacco have largely been replaced by 

Cash Grain a continuous rotation of Corn and Soybeans 
or 
a cow calf beef operation are the most often selected option.
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Beef Cattle

Dramatic swings in cattle prices and livestock mortality make it very daunting to pay 
for land with only income from a grade cow-calf operation.

Even in nice weather, livestock creates odors and animal waste. As the number of 
head per acre increases, so does the potential for pollution—both water and odor. 

But it is not always spring when the weather is nice, and the grass is plentiful
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In the winter, freezing and thawing with wet weather makes the sod very fragile.

Livestock walking on such sod results in erosion and soil loss to watersheds
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Confinement yards are one method to keep cattle off the sod in wet weather. 
They also allow increase cattle numbers on the same acreage.  

One soon loses the ambiance of a few cattle in a green pasture.

The limiting factor in many modern confinement operations is the ability to dispose 
of animal wastes appropriately 
. 
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Livestock, no matter if in the field or confined, will generate nutrients that can hurt 
our water supply if not carefully managed.

Understand I am not opposed to livestock agriculture. Instead, my point is that with 
dairy and tobacco no longer options, economic survival will drive agriculture to 
change. 

We can not expect it to be the same as when tobacco and dairy cash streams 
provided financial support for land ownership.
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Continuous Corn and Soybeans, in rotation, is the most common cash grain 
enterprise.

Both require large amounts of chemical fertilizers and herbicides.

Topsoil in continuous corn and soybeans fields can be worn out, if their soil doesn't 
wash away first.

Wide swings in grain prices combined with the high cost of purchased inputs make 
the profitability of these crops uneven at best.
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Groundwater contamination:

Pesticides, when sprayed on crop plants, are able to flow below the surface of the 
ground, reaching water-bearing aquifers, thereby contaminating groundwater, making 
it unsuitable for both human and agricultural use
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After the loss of Dairy and Tobacco

Both Grade beef and/or Corn and Soybeans Cash Grain have uneven profitability.

Corn and Soybeans can lead to soil loss and chemical pollution. 

Animal wastes sometimes escape from livestock operations, and cattle on wet 
ground can cause soil erosion.

Mason County NEEDS a new way to support landownership.
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In 2017 59% of each dollar that consumers spent to purchase electricity went to the 
generation sector. 

Think of your electric bill and ponder the total potential market. 

Remember, this is a market that cannot be offshored.
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Thanks to early government subsidies Solar Panel production is now reaching ever 
increasing economies of scale
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This has resulted in Solar going from the most expensive to the least-cost provider of 
electrical power

Some critics say well; the sun does not shine during the night.

I even saw one comment about how snow blocked the solar panels at a site in 
Germany from working.
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Both statements are factual, and Solar is only available when solar energy falls on 
solar arrays.

However, think back, other than a solar eclipse, how many days can you remember 
that were as dark as night?

Economics (now even without tax credits) means, when available, Solar as the least-
cost provider, is the first choice source of wholesale electricity ..

The first alternative to Solar is Gas Turbine generated electricity, which costs more 
than Solar (even with gas at historically low prices)
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This has resulted in an ever increase share of electric power being generated by solar.

Because when Solar is available it cost less than another source and allows gas 
turbine gnerators to be turned off.

We are fast reaching a point where an ever decreasing share of electric comes from 
plants that boil water to generate power. 
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Generated electricity is "sold" when power reaches the wholesale customer's 
transmission line.

An electricity transmission labyrinth has been installed in  Mason County to move 
power from nearby coal-fired generation plants.

This labyrinth is a gateway to wholesale customer's transmission network and 
reduces the investment a Mason County Solar Farm must make to reach their 
customer.
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For a detailed backup of this summary's statements, pleased refer to my web page.
cwmclass.com/solar-farm-site 

The page has more detailed videos, along with links to my source material
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We started this investigation looking for an enterprise that can replace Dairy and 
Tobacco’s ability to support land ownership.
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What better way to measure a new enterprise than with the goals stated in the 
Comprehensive Plan for Maysville Mason County.
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Solar Farms can improve our quality of life because compared to current 
land use alternatives, 
Solar 
Reduces 

Soil erosion
fertilizers leeching from crop fields into our environment
Reduces pollution from row crops Herbicides

Porovide a viable alternative to 
Sod and grass being cut up by livestock on pasture in wet weather
Livestock in confinement generating point source pollution

Odor
Animal Waste
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Solar Farms will Increase
Employment – Solar farms will need some labor for equipment 
maintenance, and even more labor will be used in mowing. Solar will 
require more labor then either a cash grain or cow-calf operation on 
same acreage
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Our area use to sell 
Tobacco
Milk
Textile Product

to the world

We have lost these markets

Solar Farms can replace those lost cash flows into out community.
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Solar farms can provide a strong revenue stream to support land 
ownership.

Solar Farms can also help support our community services
It’s fairly normal for a 100-acre parcel,  to contribute $24,000 yearly to 
local community taxing authorities

Remember a producing Solar Farm needs few community services. A 
Solar Farm does not need
Natural Gas 
City Water
Sewer or land fill capacity 
rail 
river 
Or large capacity road system.
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Solar farms help reach each economic development goal the Comprehensive Plan 
lays out.

This graph demonstrates that Solar is now the least cost source for Wholesale Electric
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Think of the amount of money that 59% of the USA’s total electric bill represents.

Solar is the least cost source.

We need to replace the revenue lost with the decline of dairy and tobacco.

This makes it critical that our land use regulations allow Solar to contribute to our 
community. 

In addition, making Solar Farms conditional use in A-1 zones and prohibiting them in 
Industrial zones will help us gain maximum benefit for our community infrastructure 
investments.
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In addition to this Summation  video 

Please check out cwmclass.com/solar-farm-in/

I hope you will look at the other my videos that interest you

• Introduction
• Phases of a Solar Farm enterprise
• Will status quo serve our next generation
• Solar Farm Zoning Regulations in Maysville - Mason County
• Appropriate Setbacks for Solar Farms
• Why Solar Farms should be in Land Use Zone 1-A
• Frequently Asked Questions about Solar Farms

My understanding of the facts led me to favor Solar as a long-term way to support 
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land ownership in our area and generate revenue for the entire community 
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Thank you
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